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Bergman Films
Two Ingmar Bergman films,
"Winter Light" and "The Silence," will be ahown sunday
at S p.m. and 7 p.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium as part of
the Experhnental t’olletre’s flint
aeries. The flints are free.
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Burns on KSJS
Acadcoric Vire President MIbe the feahart Borns
tured vie., on tonight’s "Netas
t enter" Program on riunpus
(90.7 FM) at
radio KtIS
7 p.m.

Anti-Strikers Seek
To Debate With AFT

Committees
Formulated
By Council
The medium is the committee.
With this in mind, Academic Council
voted Wednesday to give SJS two
additional conunittees in hopes of
bringing an end to the AFT strike.
The first of these, bearing the title
"Academic Council Liaison Corrunittee
on Problems and Issues at San Jose
State College," was charged with the
task of seeking out, isolating, and
clarifying problems and issues of concern to the faculty and students of
SJS, as well as seeking to bring about
resolution of these matters.
The committee "will serve as a hearing body for faculty, student and administrative group representatives, and
will seek to achieve in consultation
with the president, resolution of the
problems and issues within this institution."
Following two hours of debate and
a mass of amendments and amendments to amendments, the motian was
passed, nearly in its original form.
The council inunediately appointed
the committee, whose 13 members included Lester Lange, professor of
mathematics, Dr. George McCallum,
chariman of Academic Council, Dr.
Hobert Burns, academic vice president,
Dr. William Dusel, executive vice
president, Dick Miner, ASB president,
and one student to be selected by the
ASB student personnel board.
The second committee appointed was
a two-member faculty corrunittee to
work with a representative of the academic vice president’s office to hear
and evaluate evidence used by the administration to establish absence of
faculty members during the currenl
strike.
This c om mittee will determirte
whether a faculty member was absent
in violation of the education code
(without leave), or due to sickness or
other excusable reason.

First Student Arrest
In Strike Activities
The first arrest resulting from strike
activities at SJS was made Wednesday
when a senior interior design major
was arrested on charges of obstructing
a vehicle.
Harold David Turner, 998 S. Seventh
St., was arrested at the Waffle Towers
vehicle entranee when he allegedly
blocked t.he exit of a state truck shortly before 3 p.m. Turner reportedly
failed to allow the truck to pass after
he wa.s instructed to do so by San
Jose police officers at the scene.
Turner was arrested by city police
and booked into county jail. He was
later released on $315 bail pending a
scheduled appearance in court on
Jan. 29.

By JEFF MULLINS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Following a noon Seventh Street
strike rally, attended by approximately 1,300 persons yesterday, leaders of the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT I at SJS were ch a
!enact’: by an anti-strike spokesman
to a formal tlebate Monday afternoon in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
As about 700 strike supporters
marched around SJS campus for the
third time in as many days, the
challenge to debate was issued by
Grady Robertson, 25, student member of Academic Cotuicil, and Earl
Hansen, 24, student ombudsman.

STREET CLOSED
Emma ITIMEN
TIMOTHY LEARY, noted advocate of mind-expand1ng drugs, ex
pounded on his view, here yesterday. Leary, scheduled to speak in
Morris Dailey Auditorium, led his
audience of well over 1,000 out to
Seventh Street for his speech after
he found out to speak elsewhere on
campus would be breaking the
strike.

Police Chief Confers
With AFT Strikers,
Administration Reps
Represent:di% es of the college administration and striking American
Federation of Teachers (AFT) met
with city police chief Raymond Blackmore yesterday morning. Spokesmen
for each of the three parties disagree
in their interpretations of the meeting
and its results.
"We’d ju.st like to help make sure
that things (about the strike) tun
played as closely in accordance with
the law as possible," said Blackmore.
"But the police department doesn’t
wish to retard the strike in any way,
or reand the management involved
either."
Executive Vice President Dr. William Dusel said, "College officials met
with representative members of the
AFT, the. local union. and the San
Jose Police Department to review the
conduct of the strike and to reach an
essential agreement to conduct strike
relationships legally." He said eomplaints were received and reviewed at
the meeting.
Dr. Eldred Rutherford, President of
SJS’s AFT Local 1352, strongly rejected Dr. Dusel’s report of t.he meeting. "I want to deny --- categotically
deny! - - that any essential agreement
was made," he began. He made it one
point of his remarks lucid: "We’re running our own strike."

Fired or Not Fired?

Faculty Status Arouses Confusion
By ISABEL DURON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Conflicting reports on the firing of
25 striking American Federation of

Teachers (API’) faculty are circulating
the campus.
In a statement from Pres. Robert D.
Clark, he stated Wednesday that

Academic Coundl Approves
Plus’ for Strikers’ Students

r, , _ ,

Students whose instructors do not
turn in grades will not be penalized
because of the AFT strike.
In an emergency session Wednesday,

.,

Today’s
World News
At a Glance

.

Compiled from Associated Prem.
time bomb
SAN FRANCISCO A
was discovered yesterday near the
main floor entrance to the Admintstration Building at San Francisco State
College. The bomb, placed near the
office of Acting President S. I. Hayakawa, was disarmed before any damage
was done.
The Soviet Union took
MOMCOW
a stride toward a.ssembly of earth orbiting science stations with the
world’s first linkup of two manned
spaceships and the first transfer of
cosmonauts from one ship to the
other.

Academic Council approved a new
policy providing for an automatic
"plus" in cases in which an instructor
fails to record a grade.
Any student objecting to this grade
may consult with his instructor for a
grade change.
If the instructor Is unavailable or
the student remains dissatisfied after
consultation, the students may file a
petition for a grade or for an incomplete with the department chairman.
Each department will establish a
committee to judge and assign grades,
and requests for incornpletes will be
automatically appmved.
The council reaffirmed present policy
concerning student strikers. Options to
an individual on strike are to petition
to receive an incomplete or to withdraw from a course, or to appeal a
dissented grade to the Academic Fairness Commit tee.

Today’s Weather
Mum high clouds
tom) today. More
and Sunday with
kles.. Snow ahme
at SIS: 59.

and smog (mostly
clouds tomorrow
occasional sprinS00% High today

though the administration had knowledge of some 20 to 25 faculty members
being absent from their duties, the administration wottld "take no action
against any faculty member until he
has the opportunity to discuss his
status with college officials."
The confusion came when Dr. John
Sperling, president of the statewide
College Council of AFT and a member
of the SJS faculty, said yesterday to a
noon time rally gathering of 1,300 faculty and students that he and 24 other
in.structors had been "sacked."
The striking faculty, entering their
eighth day of striking today, are in
violation of the California Education
Code, Section 24311, which provides
for the "automatic resignation" of
faculty who have been absent from
class for five consecutive days.
Dr. Clark also stated that a letter
would be sent to each faculty member
recorded absent for the five con.secutive days inviting him to consult with
the administration.
Dr. Sperling later clarified his statement saying that the number of fired
faculty and the letters of notification
he had referred to were made on the
basis of the statement made by Dr.
Clark.
Dr. Hobert Burns, academie VW
president, told the Spartan Daily after
the rally that no faculty memhers had
been fired and no letters had been
sent.
Dr. Clark proposed to Academic
Council yesterday morning that each
faculty member’s ca.se can be reviewed
on an individual basis by the department and school concerned, who, if
they approve, recommend reappointment at the same rank and salary.

Local AFT President Dr. Eldred E.
Rutherford said he would announce
during today’s 12:30 rally on Seventh
Street, whether the AFT would meet
the challenge.
Most of the capacity crowd, which
had followed LSD advocate Dr. Timothy Leary from Monis Dailey to Seventh Street where he joined the AFr,
remained to hear strike spealcers after
Dr. Leary finished his talk.
An anti -strike rally held 100 purls
north of the AFT session drew some
150 persons.
Hansen said he would neither call
the anti-strike parley a "success or
failure, because non -strikers attend
classes, not rallies held during class
time."
Robertson, who was a guest spealcer
at the anti-strike gathering, told listeners the "strikers may well suffer
the very law they have chosen to confront, but so will those non-stlikers
who have confronted no law.’
Robertson said the strikers were unrealistic. "The establishment of a labor
union for teachers on this campus
would be destructive to the scope and
quality of education."
He said he hoped Monday’s debate
would polarize the issues and leave no
question in anybody’s mind about the
strike." Robertson maintained that if
the strikers were victorious, it would
result in a death blow to the State
College system.
Meanwhile, strike supporters were
told by Dr. Rutherford that merely
talking about the strike and strike demands was not enough.
"I’ve discovered that the most effective way of communicating the issues is through action; action in the
picket lines and motion in and around
this campus are the only ways of getting the people to listen."
From the back of a flat-bed truck,
he asked the crowd, "Do you want to
march?" A sea of arms and brightly
colored signs waved in affirmative response.
"Joshua had to march seven times
around the Walls of Jericho before
they crumbled," Dr. Rutherford cried.
"If we have to march seven times
around this campu.s before it closes,
then we’ll march. Shut it down," he
yel led.

Profs To Discuss
Education System
Problems within the State College
system will be the subject of a talk,
question and answer period to be held
in Morris Dailey Auditorium this morning at 11:30.
Six pmfessors, representing a moderate view, will speak on the problems
of faculty contracts, fiscal suprxwt,
class size, college autonomy, academic
due process. minority education, and
student participation in college affairs.

The Strike Story: Linking of Three Strike Actions
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following is the second
of hvo articles attempting to explain flio issues
concerning the AFT strike. Today’s article attempts to define SJS’ involvement with the strike.
By KENYON JORDAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
When we left our drama yesterday, the
college strike plot was rust starting to
thicken.
The San Francisco State AFT (Local 1352)
had stated the conditions and pre-conditions
by which it would terminate its strike. Among
these was the resolution of an earlier-called
SFS student strike.
And the SJS AFT (Local 1362) had said it
would not end its strike until everything at
San Francisco Is resolved.
To many, it may seem outrageous that
the local AFT should wish to close down this
school when the crisis seems to be at the
northern school.
But that Ls not looking at the total Picture, Arr members say. The crisis is within
the entire state college system and SFS’ problems are allegedly only a symptom of that
teocet
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should go out on strike to pressure the Trustees into negotiating the system’s ills.
But this theory raises the question, why
did the local AFT further muddle the issue
by adding a two-page list of demands to those
already aired by San Francisco strikers?
There were two rea.sons, explained Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford, president of Local 1362,
in a recent interview with the Daily.
Partly to gain strike sanction, and perhaps
more chiefly to resolve grievances long in the
works, SJS’ local came out with a list of detnands of its own, Dr. Rutherford said. They
are similar to SFS’, but with a number of
changes, apparently due to the difference in
loeal conditions.
Looking at the demands objectively, they
really are not "super-radical." Jim Noah, SJS
public information officer, told the Daily many
of the demands have been granted already
or are in the works toward being granted by
the ailtninistration.
"The Trustees, the chancellor, the president.
the faculty and the administration are all
eoncerned about working eonditions, salaries
and budget supocirt," he said.
The administration oprw.ses the strike be it "carries the implication nothing has

been done and nothing is being done."
On the other hand, Dr. Rutherford said,
"Strike is our last resort. We’ve tried every
other means."
The demands deal with a variety of subjects. Included among faculty grievances are
some for students. minorities in particular
and all students in general.
But the key demand, according to AFT, is
the one which states: "All agreements on
the above be guaranteed by written contract."
Asked to comment on that, Gordon Greb,
associate professor of journalism and AFT
member, admitted much has been done in
the veay of faculty grievances, but "all rights
and guarantees ancl policies arc written in
sand.
"Any of them may be superceded by the
Trustees at any time."
Yet there is one hitch in the AFT attempt
to grt the Trustees to the negotiating table:
"The Trustees are under mandate not to negotiate with faculty."
The AFT fumes to get amuse’ this roadblock by Its demand "that a special :Joint
committee of the California State Assembly
and Smutty be appointed to 1.11111111et 1111,g0-

tiations with the State College Board of
Trustees . . . "
Through this arrangement, Dr. Rutherford
said he hopes for an "agreement where the
Trustees would delegate authority to college
administrations to negotiate the demands with
teachers from the college."
In other words, though, the strikes at SFS
and SJS are strikes against the state college
system and resolution af those strikes would
be made on an individual college basis.
But, Ls implied in the demands, none of
this will come to pass unless the state legislature acts to appoint a joint committee to
bring about the requested negotiations. And.
if response to Gov. Reagan’s State of the
State message (mostly anti-strike measures
such as the Mulford Act) is any indication.
it is unlikely the legislature will take such
action.
And that brings the whole question back
to the striking teachers again. They have
passed the five-day limit of consecutive, unexcused absences set by Section 24311 of the
Education Code. Each one automatically "resigns" from his job if it can be ascertained
he has been out the five days.
lititherfoni not only questioned the con-

stitutionality of the code, but eyed it as the
strike’s "escape clause." He said that 11 state
colleges have promised supportive strikes
should a single professor at either SJS or
SFS lase his job without due process as a
result of the striking. Pres. Clark has assured
SJS faculty members that they will twelve
due proceLs before any action against them
is taken.
At the same time, Dr. Rutherford said minority students who had been reticent to
actively ,join the strike at first would see that
professors, by striking past the five-clay mark,
"have really laid it on the line." This "single
factor" would win their trtist, he said.
At any rate, all signs seem to point lo a
drawn-out struggle. In the middle are those
striking students who are honoring and, or
joining AFT picket lines because they feel
its cause is just.
They, too. stand to lose plenty should the
strike fail.
The many ramifications of the strike, especially if it extends into spring semester, are
almost bewildernig. Noah admitted administration has as yet made "no plans" for replacing any of the striking instructors.
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Black People
Stay With It
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Phil Stone

Editor

John ’Jolley

By MICHAEL JOHAAN LACEY
Pre-Law Major
JIMA remember your
Black people,
past. present. and future always. You as a
%er very far in the
COMP
White titan’s world. I must Itand it to you.
Take. America for ill.L1111.1% YOO Black
people have fotight in every war, died in
every conflict and contributed to e pry
been the most religious. most patriotic,
most sincere and even gone so far as to
suffer the
st. Always you meek e the
eause througheout its history. lint have
least. 11(1 is a question even you can’t

.4dt.ertiing Mgr.

Editorial

AFT and LSD
If Timothy Leary supports the AFT.
does that tnean that the AFT sttpports
LSD?
Of course, that is a rash deduction
to make. but one cannot help wondering about it.
Yesterday afternoon the controsersial LSD advocate was to address SJS
students in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Howes er. at 12:30 when the room was
packed uith it capacity audience. Dr.
Leary announced that he would speak
out on Seventh Street where the AFT
members and supporters were picketing.
Naturally. in eagerness to hear him.
the entire audience. including those
against the strike. followed Dr. I.eary
mit to the pirket lines. For those students striking. the MAI’ was great
they could be uith their AFT and Dr.
Leary at the sante time. But for those
who came only to hear the speaker,
it could only be disappointment he
talked for less than 20 minutes. and
most of it seemed to be a plug for the
k FT.

’filen the microphone uas immediately turned (loser to serious AFT
strikers. uloo spoke that afternoon to
probably their largest (though captured) audience. lt seemed like a
trick.
And as 1)r. Leary backed up the
AFT. so did the AFT and its supporters laugh at and applaud his c(ontments
%kil) tO be happy
tO be
high all of the time. Did that Olean that the tFT adsorates uhat Dr. Leary stands for. (or
uould it be closer to the truth that
this group uas merely using hitn. as a
means to an end?
111(1 if the AFT %sere using this man.
could it also be true that they are
using student supporters and sensationalism
uords such as "racism"
and names such as "Ilayakawa"
to
hep itchiest. their real ends
a nineunit load and increased pay?
These questions are only speculations. but the!, hase oceurred to many
SJS student-. ( Mly if the strike is successful uill ue find how sincere the
AFT uas in all of its demands.
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Hidden Strike Facts Cited
By PAT KATO% ICH
Soplllllll ore Non-Minority AL !lite Student
The success of the student strikes and
the support given by the AFT is not so
Ilepentlent on the hesitation of
"non-mitiority
hites- ithe only tag appropriate for this faction) to decide to
support the strike or externally show their
opposition: the real dependency of success is to realize that if all White students
openly supported the strike. the net effect
would be a magnificent support
not
a success. A strike success will not evolve
from strike support of picketing and violence.. and a system for success must be
sought elsewhere.
The "
-minority’. White support is
lacking at San Francisco (and more so at
San Jose State College. This faction was
heasily criticized by the pro-strikers in
their "This Leaflet Has One Side- handout. TIH. majority of the "non-minority"
Whites are a majority of the "neutral."
position that is held by pro-strikers to be
non-existent in that if they contend to remain neutral. they will be. treated as the
"other side.- and become racists. I disagree. There is a neutral position: these
Whites are faced with a mental confrontation of conflicting wants and ideas in that:
I. Ile can SCe the. strike is good because it is an attempt to move closer to
filling the socio-economic gap that exists
in today’s society. If asked. he will openly
admit this. and project that most (of his
peers feel the same vvay:
APATHETIC DON’T SUFFER
2. The opposing force that stops him
from picketing and supporting the strike
on his own is the knowledge that he is
not in the same position as those suffering
from the educational subetandards and
those supporting the latter"s view. This is
shown in four lor more) ways: I ) the
disputed minority inequalities are not felt
in the same degree as it effects the dedicated strike supporter’s (minority factions
and "minority" White alike): 2o the non minority SChite is not a teacher hut a
student: consequently he in not as interested in teacher-strike demands hut is afretied by their support of the students:
3) because of the fact that he can’t make
his decision to strike or oppose. the strike
the striking White
will
unlike
chooee to remain quiet; 4) and, most important, he is forcod to proteet his own
intereet at the same time mei! the rights
to remain Trim are issfringed.

The confrontation the State College
Board of Trustees faces is not making the
decision to accept or reject the. strike demands. but to make that deeision for the
public. By this. I mean two things: I I the
public indirectly controls. by vote., the
(tffice. of these men by political pressure
against the "instrument" v,ho controls
their office: 2) everyone has his rice howl
and wants to protect it: therefore, these
men must "play the game- of politics: to
decide for their conscience and possess a
raw form of "Kennedy" courage. or "play
the garne- and survive.
Till sTEEs WITH CONSCIENCES
To believe in an idealistic situation
whereby the trustees all possessed a strong
emotional feeling of social equality, they
would still refuse to follow their consciences. We can conclude from this that
the people whose ideas must change are
those of the public: and as long as our
system of government lasts, this will he
how change will evolve. With this in mind,
the strikers must appeal and inform the
public. with the non-minority Whites, in
a mon-violent mood. A non-violent atmosphere can only work hut it takes time, so
the essence of time must be forgotten. The
public has to be awakened and this is the
only MO11111. defence to
of violence.
Violenee must stop if the "Buckleyites’’
and the "Orange County" voters will support the eause for a change to remain
lasting. If reform is denied in this manner then T condemn all who oppose violence because they leave no channels but
violence.
Still, there lies a deeper epitome: and
this relates: the fac
in America that
should be. highly criticized is not the apathetic students, but the apathetic public.
Those people who cannot understand what
desperately am trying to relate are lacking the education they should have. Is it
strange that these people would not be
students, hut part of the voting public
who are putting a ceiling on educational
standards
by maintaining an apathetic
stand of neutrality!
am not asking for
the public to support the strike, because
I do not wish to propose that all student
strike proposals are right or be supported
bv my reasons. What am asking the public is to personally relate the problems
and decide for themselves; and to be
strong in their convictions.
11 the God you believe in asked you:
"11. Education is so important, then why
fight about it?", what would you say?

atis%er.

Thrust and Parry

Prof Replies Et Tu Johnk?
FAIttor:

In reply to Robert E. Johnk concerning the
status of the "Scabs" walking in the AFT
picket line, need I remind him of his incrislible letter of Jan. 9 to me in which he reminded me that "the existing rules require
that any faculty member who wishes to
change the location and time of a class must
obtain the permission of the department
chairman or the Dean of the School."
Since Wednesday, Jan. 8, I have held classes
in violation of his directive and he has demeaned himself by personally coming to the
official classroom to report on my absence.
Am I not then eligible for Koko’s little list
and snickersnee? As a responsible teacher I
am satisfying my obligations by teaching my
students to the best of my ability and by
violating asinine rules and regulations in a
manner calculated to place those silly enough
to quote them in an impotent kind untenable
position. After all, isn’t it nobler in the mind
to take arms against a sea of troubles and
by opposing end them rather than suffer the
slings and arrows of outrageous fortune?
Can it be true that in the Engineering
School some 70 faculty members are content
with their 12-unit teaching load, the absence
of responsibility for scholarship in their form
of research or publication and the almost
total lack of Black American students in engineering? Ask any professor in engineering
why there arc so few Blacks or Chicanos in
engineering and they will reply as if by rote
"we admit all qualified students who apply,
and it would be discriminatory to give them
special consideration."
I wonder what the person who threw the
firebomb through a window of the engineering school was trying to tell us? It is a real
pity that no one in authority cares to listen.
No school on this campus is more guilty of
institutionalized racism than Engineering and
no school is doing less to correct it.

Dr. Margaret Mead states in the Columbia
Forum of Fall 1968 that today "Higher education is no longer a privilege or even a right.
It is an arduous requirement laid upon young
people by the standards of employment in the
society." Compare Prof. Mead’s statement
with that of our Governor.
Some professors are now hiding behind the
lame excuse of a 12-unit teaching load to
explain their lack of scholarship. There are
professors of all ranks on this campus who,
since arrlying at San Jose, have not had one
original thought which they thought enough
of to write up and submit for publication or
support. Why are these people given tenure
and even promoted? As a result some of our
best people are forced out. It is hard for me
to recall when a poor teacher with tenure
and no scholarship submitted a resignation to
go elsewhere. To the students I vrill ask:
W’hat does a professor, in a graduate course
especially, bring into the class if he has no
scholarly activity. that cannot be found in a
book or journal? To Pres. Clark, Why has
the doctorate become suddenly a requirement
for promotion without the attendant responsibility to use it productively?
In closing, let me make this modest proposal. Whereas a 9-unit load, if granted, would
give the pmfessor more time for research and
course development, the granting of this reduction carries the responsibility for improvement. Therefore, all professors shall agree to
suspend their tenure privileges for a specified
period in which they must show evidence of
improvement in teaching and evidence of
scholarship. Those of us vvho can pass will be
retained, and those who do not must be turned
out AS the rascals they are proved to be.
Then, maybe with a core of teacher-scholars
we can move ahead and face the pmblems of
the future. then, maybe, our problems can be
solved maybe.
Dasid T. Mage
Assistnat Professor of Chemical Engineering

Flyers Need Clear Thinking
Editor:
As a teacher of freshman composition, I
have one demand to make of the AFT and
the striking students: will you please use
critical thinking in your fliers and hand-out
sheets? I find it difficult to teach students
to think and write rationally when they have
for an example a group of teachers and students who publish emotional and fallacious
masoning. Here are only a few examples of
uncritical thinking from one of the moie popular fliers "Do Not Crass This Line."
1, "If you cross you are . . . Supporting
Reagan’s efforts to undercut higher education
in California." This is a non sequitur. It
doesn’t necessarily follow that non-strikers
support Reagan’s policies. Some of us believe
there are less di astic ways to change Reagan’s
policies.
2. "If you cross you are ... Jeopardizing the
jobs and future livelihood of many professors."
ad miser’.
This is an appeal to sympathy
cordiam. These teachers have voluntarily

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust end Parry section of the
editorial page offers students end faculty chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust nd Perry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten. double spaced within 46.space margins
e nd properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The Doily will net print letters
which are libelous, in poor fade or include personal
@neck. Th editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations and to C
publicirtion of letters dealing with subjects he bells.. hve been exhausted.

jeopardized their jobs for their principles.
They would be the last people. I hope, to want
other teachers who do not share their principles to join the strike because they feel
sorry for the striking teachers.
3. "If you cross you are ... Scabbing." In
their culminating appeal, the strikers have
resorted to name-calling, hoping I suppose, to
attract students who are afraid of being
called "bad" names, Today a statement by
Jack London has been used to support the
strike. The statement itself is an example of
slanted language and name-calling ("a scab
is a two-legged animal with a corkscrew soul,
a water-logged brain . . . ") as well as false
analogy ("Judas Iscariot was a gentleman
compared with a scab.") In addition, the striking teachers publishing this statement withheld some valuable information which is
needed to evaluate London’s opinion as
evidence rationally. When was this written?
What kind of strike was London supporting,
if any? Assuming he was supporting a strike,
were the issues similar to the ones in the
present AFT-student strike?
The pamphlet "Do Not Cross This Line"
attempts to place non -strikers into an
"either/or" position. Yet rarely can such a
complex question AS "what is wrong with the
state college system" be narrowed down to an
either/or answer. If this pamphlet represents
the reasoning of the teachers and students
on strike, I’d rather not have them represent
me. We need leaders who can develop critical,
thoughtful solutions to the complex problems
in our state colleges.
Dr. Catherine fileeld
Assistant Professor of English

If we exa
history we will find that
those people who strove the hardest to
create and build had it hard all the way.
Be proud, Black people, for you are so
very rare.. You are what’s left of 300 years
of genocide. You are somehow still with
it. Stay with it.
Remember youtirselves always and never
forget that you are what dreams are made
of. You do the impossible each (lay. l’ott
die in a world that loses your dying. Yet
some of you go further! Some of you live
in a world that loves your dying. You
never give. up, do you? You nowt be a
stubborn strand of litittlans. V) hat is it in
your fibers that makes you go on and on
and on in spite. of it all?
So rare. so rare. so rare it people you
are as tile world shall never duplicate.
You get no credit where credit is clue
yet you give, give., give always of yourselves. You gke strongest %slum %dial you
give is appreciated least. W hy?
You’re so beautiful as a people! Why
are you used so by others?
guess it’s
because you’re not like the others in many
ways. Yott haven’t lost your human intrinsic qualities yet.
When you love. you love deep. Yet you
can’t hate deep. When you feel. you feel
deep, yet you never forget feelings are
natural. Some people never feel for life
and never %sill.
Thanks for being here. for you all are
needed if for no other reason but as a reminder of what was lost in most people
on their way to becoming progressive.
Your people are the only ones alive today who can feel with soul.

Guest Articles
The Daily will Consider and Ls seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooma frOM SJS stUdents and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Richard Battin, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. ln
the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions La uae
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaeed
on a 40-space line.
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On Strike Shut It Down

Parking Permits
The student Financial Aids
Office has announced that student parking permits will go on
sale in Morris Dailey Auditorium on Wednesday, Feb. 12,
starting at 8 a.m.

il,

intedude
GOES

JET CHARTERS
Five summer flights of 4 to 13 weks front
L.A. to Amsterdrn, return from BrumeIs

Catmtry

$290 to $295 r.f.
tone way $1751

Western

For detail. write to Prof. Frank Peal, 247
Rovcroft Ave., Long Beach 90803: 438-2179

TOM KELLY

Activities, Discounts
For Winter Carnival
The slopes of Heavenly Valley
overlooking the casinos zit South
Lake Tahoe will be the scene
of SJS’ third annual Winter
Carnival, Feb. 2-7.

sErre"...We’rWr’Wre’rW":".We’reLeArtie470:00410000810
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FEATURING

99
COMPLETE

"We Just Look Expensive"
$
$

iittePlude

3rd and Santa Cra, San Jos

goutique"
$

ROUNDERS"

SPECIAL4,1
STEAK
DINNER

$

NOW OPEN FOR YOUR SHOPPING FUN

BONNIE BEE

Campus Casuals, "WAY OUT" & "DOWN TO EARTH" Dresses,
Minis And Otherwise, In The Edwardian, Victorian And Oriental
Look That Is The Today "IN" Look, In Rich Velvets, Satins, And
Crepes . . .
* Timely, Acesseries: "UNISEX ROPES AND MEDALLIONS.
* Hosiery: -The Clothesiitsrsi," Says,
That’s a ’NO NO’.
"Long Leg Panty Girdles With Mini Dresses
But With Panty Hoses . . . MAIS OUI!"
* Remember 10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PURCHASES FOR
STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF,

f

tuATED JUST ()NE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS AT
’1J;
212 SOUTH TIIIND---PlIONE 286.3221. OH COME IN ANIS BROWSE Zs
"P",te".,..",:s:’,,,,,,,..’",es
s.:.,,,....1seslesestio
"

Zeisr. CINEMA BURBANK

Many discounts and actisities
are being offered to SJS students
with Winter Carnival discount
cards. The discount cards are on
sale today through Wednesday.
Jan. 22, on Seventh Street and
at the Student Affairs Business
Office for $1.50.
Discounts include a 10 per
cent cut on rental prices at
Reed’s and Freeman’s Sport Centers, all lessons for half price,
a free beginner’s clinic on Monday., Feb. 3, rooms at participating motels for $2.50 a night,
and lift tickets for $5 a day or
$22.50 for the entire week. The
Winter Carnival Conunittee is
also working on discounts at
several restaurants.
Other features of the ASB
sponsored event include many
races, both for beginners arid experienced skiers. A snow man
or woman building contest is
scheduled for the non-skiers.

--Pr
CLOSE TO 700 students end faculty supporters of +he AFT strike marched all around the
campus Wednesday af+ernoon, chanting, "On
strike shut it
down." An AFT member carrying a large yellow flag bearing the words:
"Don’t tread on me" led the stomping strikers
as they paraded through the Spartan Cafeteria, Centennial Hall, the Library, Tower Hall

Enthusiasm, Students
Needed for ’Reed’
Upper division students interested in working on the campus
literary magazine "Reed" should
enroll for English 180.
Published since 1948,
features short stories, essays,
poem.s, one-act plays, student art
work and photography.
Dr. Jeane Lawson, ex-sponsor
of "Reed," said students from
all fleas are encourage to sign
up. Those with knowledge in
journalism and magazine production are needed. She stressed the
major requirement needed is enthusiasm.

"Reed" staff members work
under the prose or poetry editor.
Students are also needed for
advertising a n d promotional
work.
English 180 is tentatively
scheduled to meet on Thursdays
at 2:30. In ca-se of time conflict,
special arrangements can be
made with Mrs. Marian Rdbinson, "Reed" sponsor.
The class may be taken for
one, two, or three units.
"Reed" goes on sale yearly in
May for $1.

B

NAACP Honors
3 Black Athletes
At Annual Banquet
The thirteenth annual banqu’et
for the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) will be held Feb.
1 at the Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds Pavilion, announced
Dr. Robert Lawrence, NAACP.
San Jose chapter president.
Julian Bond. of the Georgia
House of Delegates, will be the
guest speaker, and will deliver
the keynote address. The banquet’s theme will be "Black
Youth on the Move" and it will
honor three SJS Black athletes:
Ronnie Ray Smith. John Carlos,
and Tommie Smith as special

guests.

A no-host cocktail hour will
begin at 6:45 p.m.. and dinner
will be served at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $5 for adults and $3.50 for
students under 18. Additional information available at 378-5162
or 253-9321.

552 S. Bascom
295-7238

Our "New" Policy: Theatre for The Avant Garde Young Unit.
We have selected for our initial presentation under this unique
policy "THE LOVE CLINIC."

Evaluations Sold
In ’Tower List’
On Wednesday

WEST COAST PREMIERE
An hilarious expose of a research institute for the
Sexually Handicapped . . .

The 1969 "Tower List," student
evaluations of professors. will go
on sale in Spartan Bookstore and
on Seventh Street Wednesday or
Thursday., according to David
Cundiff, Tau Delta Phi "Tower
List" committee chairman.
The fourth edition of the controversial magazine has several
new features, including selfevaluations by professors. a,s well
as a red-white-and-blue cover,
said Cundiff.

Alst
*

She submitted
to the most intimate
of physiological tests
at ..

r ,

and the Home Economics building. Photographers were everywhere snapping pictures of
the roaring parade and a KNTV cameraman
skampered along after the enthusiastic skrikers.
Non -striking students, distracted from their
classroom instruction, hurried to windows to
peer ouf at the SJS parade.

Photo by Roiend Morgner

r#

A FRIENDLY DISCUSSION between Robert
Freimark, assistant professor of art, and two
members of the San Jose police force occurred during strike activity this week. Frei mark is a member of SJS’ striking American

Federation of Teachers, Local 1362. I+ has
been estimated +hat some 25 to 30 professors
have missed classes during the past f ew days
to participate in AFT strike activities.

’Fahrenheit 451’ Saturday Movie
Julie Christie and Oscar Werner star in tomorrow night’s
movie "Fahrenheit 451" in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 7 and
10 p.m.

Life magazine said of the movie, it "challenges us as we are
rarely challenged in the movies
fand) has a powerful emotional
impact. One leaves the theater
awed."

SPIVEY’S
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LAST CHANCE!!
Take Advantage of
the
,

).‘
Sir/geared tor Mature A tritiamear.

SEBASTIAN FILMS LIMITED

Spartan Daily Classifieds
introduces

MARION CLINE and JIM CARLTON

Executive Producer, Beverly Sebastian/Produced and
Directed by Ferd Sebastian/Original Story and Screenplay
by Ann Cawthornei Eastman Color/a SEBASTIAN Film

Plus "MOD" COMEDY In Color I
it’s the same name --- but a different game

"HERE WE GO ROUND THE MULBERRY BUSH"

Last Issue January 22
If ad is placed today it can
run I day
Daily ClassifiedsLike Having
Spartan
...
A Personal Salesm- cin.Ring 23,000 Ifoorliells

PRAWNS
THIS ONE BOOK
CAN UPDATE
YOUR ENTIRE
REFERENCE
SHELF
Gives yousel the latest data on
hundreds of subjects ...government. politics. economics.
history, law. sports, nations,
world leaders, celebrities. and
many more. Puts a million
facts at your fingertips in one
easy -to-use. concise volume.
Whatever the subject. the MN*
World Almanac is the leetword I
For over a century, the authority!
Ttlr 1969 WOR1 0 At MANAC, IS

NOW ON SALE!

1.49

Deep h,ed Loulsiono prawns,
tonyv cocktail sauces

1.4$
CLAMS .
Deep fried Eastern clams,
sweet and tender.
CRISP & PUFF

1.29

lender’ wEle t,-.11 filets, t.rrt-wt
Iroth crisp breachra. scone
Terlder serci’t ti,n;fiiro

ABOVE ORDERS SERVED
WITH FRENCH FRIES.
COLESLAW, ROLL, BUTTER

SPIVEY’S
COF1EE SHOPS/OPEN 20 HOURS
7 LOCATIONS
MTN VIEW TO SANTA CRL1Z

ir
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GIANT JANUARY RECORD

Foundation Grant

Gracl Student Tackles Smog
e.rmmonly known as the eye-irritation is smog.
As a result of thts and similar
Ever wondered why something studies being done, the air pollucan’t be done about lung con- tion rating system in the Bay
Area has been changed.
gesting, eye-itritating smog?
"During sturuner most of the
Sponsored by a National
is under an inversion layer,’’
Scienve Foundation Grant, Don area
explained Ahrens.
Ahrens, graduate meteorology
"The past thc.ory states that
student is tackling the ratiblein. this layer inhibits verticie motion
Working with Ih*. Albert Mil- causing pollution to stay elostr.
let., chairman of the meteorology tu the earth. From the sun’s
department. Ahrens gathered evi- radiation, a complex series of
dence supporting a new themy chemical reactions occtu leaving
about the formation of oxident, high oxident concentration."
By
PUTNAM
Campo.. Life Writer

AT ALL MUSIC BOX
RECORD STORES
3 (;REAT LABELS

cpaptatt

REDUCED!

intePtainment quide

Reil
I..% erv

1:\ DON Popular

Album! Every Artist!
Rolling Stones
Mantorani
John Mayan. Eric Clapton
& Bluesbreakers

Every RCA Popular

Every Columbia Popular

Album! Every Artist!

Album Every Artist!

Jefferson Airphme

Ray Conniff

Elvis Presley

Jim Nabors

Roland Shaw & llis Orch.

Aretha Franklin
The Byrds
Chambers Brothers

AI Hirt

Robert Goulet

Eddy Arnold

Frank Charksfield Orrh.

PAUL REVERE’S RAIDER COACH, BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
KUSTOM AUTO, POOH’S PALACE (WINNIE THE POOH’S CAR),
150

Glen Yarborough

Stanley Black

Rol ttttt t Aldrich

John Gary

Ted Heath

Harry Belefonte

Union Gap

Rod MrKuen

Blood. Sweat & Tears

AND MANY MORE!

AND MANY MORE!

ROSS

AND .1./ANY MORE!

REDUCED!
ill OFF
LIST

DISPLAYS - MOVIES - CYCLES

JAN. Il I019
AN J
00 FAIRGROUNDS

Electric Flag

Edmund

AMA

AUT

Perry Faith

Henry Mancini
Ed Ames

Catering Valente

19th Annual Rod and Custom

REG. 4.79 LP’s

2HUGE Offidaiott
ANUS SP’
Buildiogs KIDS u’ir7&

The Associated Students
of Stanford University
present in concert

RICHE HAVENS

2 87pEliv,

January 18, 1969 - 8 and 10 p.m.

REG. 5.79 LP’s

Admission $2.25 and $3.25

and

THE D1LLARDS

3 47
PER
LP

tOkr.00711

IRCil

EVERY ARTIST!

EVERY ALBUM!

EVERY ALBUM!

EVERY ALM \I

EVERY ARTIST!

EVERY ARTIST!

Drama Major
Touring Europe
On S2 A Day
Want to go to Europe but
think you can’t afford it?
Diane Hart, 20-year-old drama
major from Van Nuys, is making
this travel dream come true on
$2 a day, according to an article
in "Tempo" magazine discussing
"The Year of the Young Traveler."
Taking a one-year leave from
her studies, Diane paid $150 for
a one-way group flight from Los
Angeles to Europe.
She arrived hoping to live on
$3 a day and discovered many
students spending only $2 to $2.50
a day.
Motorcycles and hitchhiking
provide cheap transportation.
Youth hostels charge as little as
38 cents for a clean bed and
sheets.
Diane plans on seeing as much
theater as possible, but finds
time to explore ruins, paintings
and opera houses.
After another semester in F.urope, Diane will return to school
next fall to complete her senior
year.
"Tempo" magazine is a Sunday
supplement to four Texas newspapers including The Houston
Post.

Hey Dummy ..

MEMORIAL HALL

Tired of paying
$2.50-4.00 for a movie?
See someth’ng different

STANFORD UNIVERSITY

Kangaroo Court

Tickets ava;lable af: San Jose Box Office
Palo Alto Box Office
Tressider Union Box Office

R ENTIRE CLASSICAL ALBUM STOCK

After equipping a twin-engined

Apache aircraft with
oxident
measuring device verticle soundings were made front Tracy to
2.5 miles past the Farallon Islands. Serial ascents were held at
the south end of the valley over
Reid Hillview and Morgan Hill
Airports.
Radar balloons also were sent
to supplement the air plane findings. A boat in the Pacific released balloons to measure
winds twer the ocean.
Measuring oxident levels within and below the inversion layer,
they discovered information opposing past theories.
"The highest oxident concentration.s were found where the
inversion layer was destmyed,"
said Ahrens.
They concluded that oxident
concentrations are not a valid
measure of air pollution. Increasing irritation may merely
reflect increasing urbanization.

A satirical review

Fri. 6, Sat. 8,30 PM
944 Alameda
S1.50
Res. 292-7428

Cn

Ansermet

l’an Cliburn
Boston Pops

von Karajan

Lanza

Ashketrazy

Julian Bream
Mehta

Bernstein
Biggs

_C

Serkin
Orrnandy

’2

Ca.sadesus

Reiner

Joan Sutherland

Wat ts

Leinsdorl

Szell

Renato Tebaldi

Previn

Entremont

AND MANY MORE!

AND MANY MORE!

AND ALL THE REST!

SYMPHON IC
CLOSE-OUT
Radios. Phonographs.
Cassette Players

SAVE
UP TO

5007
0

"AS IS" EQUIPMENT
A MIA S NAME BRANDS
I ’isrount
Sony
Deem,
Ross
Westinghouse
G.E.
Tape Players. Recorders, Phonographs,
Radios and Cassette Players. Quantities
Limited, all items as marked. All sales

Fu1
o.

If you loved the album, you’ll
freak with delight at the film.
Tours leaving every 90
minutes near you. Consult
Tour Guide below.

CLOSE-OUT
SAVE UP TO

MUSIC BOX
LOCATED JUST ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
ON THE CORNER OF THIRD & SAN FERNANDO

Oki
V

EVENING, Jan. 17 McCABE HALL, S. J. Civic Center
ADM: $2.00 & $2.50
SHOWS: 7: 30 9: 00 10: 30
Tune to KSJO-FM for what’s happening.

FRI.

10..............W1110111101110.*ANYO

RPARTAN

Priday, Sanuiuy 1T. 1111V4

GREAT WAY TO GO TO CLASS

Plays Sunday

’Silence’ To Complete
Bergman Film Series
Completing the "Theology ot
Ingmar Bergman" film series
Sunday in Morris Dailey Auditoriwn will be "Winter Light" at
3 p.m. and ’The Silence" ut 8
p.m.
The free film series, which is
being prrsented by the Experimental College, con.sists of six
films. The last three including
"Through a Mass Darkly" v.inch
was shown last Sunday, make up
Bergman’s religious trilogy.
’’Winter Light" is the second in
the trilogy and expresses Bergman’s desire to define man’s relation to God -- if he exists. A
village pastor, empty of faith
and desperately unloved, reveals
his bitter failure to offer spiritual consolation to his flock.
"The Silence" completes the,.
"ARABIAN POWDER," an 18th century Danish farce about
a rich man who seatches constantly for the secret of making
gold, is one of two student-directed clays that will be presented
tonight and tomorrow night at 8:15 in the College Theater. In
a scene from the play, directed by Normal Russell, are Daniel
Husak, Kenneth Perez and Nedra Abono. Tickets, 75 cents for
students, are on sale in the College Box Office.

Pen Letters To Inspire
Friendships With Latins
Interested in making new
friends with your Latin American nelghlxirs?
The Inter-American Office in
Brazil has collected hundreds of
letters from Latin Americans
who have expressed a lively interest in excluinging correspondence with young people in the
United States. ’The letters may
he written in English, Spanish,
French, Italian or German.

G(H)1)

Some of the opportunities offered by the letter writing program are the chance to practice
and perfect the usage of a foreign language and exchange such
things as stamps, postcards and
books.
Interested students may write
to INTER-AMERICAN OFFICE,
C. Postal, 474, Pocos de CaIdes,
N.G., Brazil.

CK ON FINALS

7:00 A.M.

10.30 P.M.
Tuesday
thru
Sunday

Before settling down to the books come in and let
Howard whip you tip a finals special.

HOWARD’S CRYSTAL CREAMERY
7th and Santa Clara

Beatle Flick
Overflows
Auditorium
By I.EE YOMIUE
rine Arts Writer
Despite the poor reviews giv.
en it by British critics, the Beatles’ "Magical Mystery Tour"
played to overflowing and enthusiastic audiences Wednesday
night in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The English critics expected
too much of the hour-long TV
special. Remembering the success of "Hard Day’s Night" and ,
"Help," the reviewers expected
to see a slick, Richard Lester- I
type production of the four lads
washing
themselves,"
"being
their hantis, brushing their teeth,
viewed
an exetc. Instead they
pensive home mosie, a product of
a joyous cross-country jaunt
through England.
The holiday nature of the flick
communicitted with the audience,
an audience free to enjoy itself. The movie is a more valid
picture of the lads being themselves than their previous establishment pictures, their black
satire and impish v4t given full
reign to castiote the world
represented by proper English
newsmen.

00f

744.14

trilogy and depicts a wurld in
Which God is silent, a world of
despair. United since childhisst
In lesbian incest, two sistii.,
struggle and part as the you/4i,
seeks her freedom in a hetii
()sexual affair.

Clarinet Recital
To End Semester
The SJS Music Department
will present its final student recital of the semester Sunday at ,
3 p.m. in Concert Hall.
Graduate student Elliott Char.
now will be featurts1 soloist un
the claiinet. Priscilla Michael, !
department accompanist, will be
featured on piano.

kentaininif

lbitif...

running shnrt - - finals are one
Time
18 time f,) start preparing
week away so
for the gauntlet with u dinner at The Hold
Knight. An intimate dining room and
blimp. will get you Mill th, sprit of
things. or if you nerd a quick dinner try
our 21 hour coffee shop.

ZlIrVothiKttigilt

Minimum
Monthly
Payments

$199.00
down
plus tax &
license

1969 Volkswagen

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
formerly Spartan Volkswagen
1560 North First Street
286-88N
San Jose

eiR
R,AME3 I-IEAD SI-10F.

Choice-of-the-House SALE
tlElErlir ST-TIT
in stock REDUCED up to 25%
FROM OUR FAMOUS RAMS HEAD SELECTION OF NATURAL
SHOULDER CLOTHING .. NOT JUST ODDS AND ENDS BUT
EACH AND EVERY SUIT IN STOCK REDUCED .. CHOOSE
FROM FAMOUS RAMS HEAD, CRICKETEER AND MORE.

IWO SOUTH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE 293-7700

Newman-Catholic Student Center
STAFF:

MASSES:

Father L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Bob Wilhelm
Judy Sausen
Shel Tracy
SUN. 5 p.m. St. Patrick’s
Church, 8th & Santa Clara
MON. thru THURS. 4 p.m.
Newman Center
FRI. I I :40 a.m. Newman
Center

79 S. Fifth Sf.

Tel. 295-1771

LONG-WEARING WOOL
WORSTED SUITS

$58

$ 74

IMPORTED FAIRICS IN
LUXURY SUITS

3-PIECE SHARKSKIN
VESTED SUITS

s84

’96

. ,:
ahrenheit
,
I

aC,

STARRING

Oscar Wernar

JAN. 18 MORRIS DAILEY AUD.
7:00 & 10:00 PM ADMISSION 45c

134 e. san fernando
and
451 e. san carlos

1

VALLEY FAIR CENTER
ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA
nights.
SAN ANTONIO CENTER Shop Mon. thru Fri.

For fast,
efficient
service at
two
convenient
locations.

To pay top
prices on
used books
during
finals.

Julie Christie

TRADITIONAL
SHARKSKIN SUITS

COUNT Ott US

9pida 9/ick4

/
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The Home of the Humble Little Bug

8--STARTAN DULY
Friday, January’ 17. 1969

SUROPE JET CHARTERS
only top dates:

from L.A. 6-18/9-6 $279
from N.Y. 6-21/9-4 $199
Other flights available.
Call (213) 274-0729 or mail
coupon for filo, info to:

Cage Broadcast
Saturday’s crucial West Coast
Athletic Conference game between the University of Santa.
Clara and the SJS Spartans is
a sellout, But loyal fans can listen to the game beginning at 7:45
p.m. when Hal Ramey and Pete
Torrey broadcast f o r KSJS
190.7 FM,.

Erika Kelm c.o.

!,11-.11itt

Tit 1% H.

987S hero Monica B.
Beverly Hills
Name

Street
City

7ip

10110

20000C15000000

e’l669C050.COCC, I3C0C

*anted: SCU, Dead or Upset!

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church

Tad San Antonio
Morning Worship
8:30 8 11 a.m.
Evening Service
7 p.m.
College Dept. (Spartan TrI-C
Seminar
9:45 a.m. Morning
Dr. Cloreece R. Sands.
Evening Forum
5:45 p.m.
Pastor
lorry Keiser.
Meets et TriC Bldg , 3rd & San Anfonio
1..Cnister to Collegians
MEM.

Nunk wavApawzuyszyz.w.zwaga

BUD OGDEN
... All-American

#A.

I K’S
St:

By (’HET WOOD
Spartan DaIly Staff Writer

OFFERS
"The Strike Speciar

20c BEER (Lucky Light Draft)
AND
Fried Chicken Dinner With
French Bread For Only $1.00

Something has to give when
tv..o undefeated West Coast Ath.7"

t.s

I)II %Oil 11.11f. friends or in,tructors on the strike lines?
11. not hring them %silk you to Nick’s l’izza, and dismiss the issues? It a kninsir fart that negotiations go
better uith a glass of herr, and who can fail to mediate
while enjo,ing a fried chicken (1. r. Just bring this
ad uith ,ott tonight. tomorrow, or Sunday to Nick’s,
hicateii
block. North of the strike lines on the corner of tith and Santa Clara.
lit,C01.kyleYekl./

WSW s

letic Conference powers collide
Saturday night at 8 o’clock in
the out-dated Civic Auditorium.
Unless either the Spartans or

SJS Grapplers Meet
Pioneers Tomorrow
The SJS wrestling team will
meet the Cal State Pioneer Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in a match
which will be held at SJS.
Wednesday the Spartans
downed a spirited Stanfo xl In-

dian squad by a 21 to 16 count.
In victory the Spartans, led by
Art Stone’s pinning of Bob Toda
ln the 115-pound division, captured five of nine first places.
Dick Rose, 145, Arno Dominqttez,
152, and Cleve Holt. 191, captured decisions, while Terry Kerr
won by forfeit.

the University of Santa Clara
were upset in late WCAC games
last night, both clubs will enter
Saturday’s crucial with 4-0
league slates.
Santa Clara is ranked No. 3
in the nation and owned a 14-0
record going into last night’s encounter. But this hasn’t bothered
SJS in the least.
According to head coach Dan
Clines, his Spartans have, looked
forward to this game with the
defending WCAC champions all
season long. This might account
for SJS’ sloppy play in its first
three WCAC contests.
During the span of those three
garnes, the Spartans have averaged nearly 20 turnovers per contest, far too many to beat a
team of the Broncos’ caliber.
If the Spartans are to pull an

Electrical Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
. . . inown for

Are you
power mad?
Satisfy your ambitions at Southern California Edison.
We specialize in power.

transmisston, both A.G. and D.C.

What we need are people to help us
generate, transmit and distribute it.

We’re looking even further ahead
to direct conversion methods:

In the next eight years, we must
double our generating capacity to
meet the growing demands of
Southern and Central California.

Fuel Cells. Thermionics. Thermoelectrics. Magnetohydrodynamics.

Our plans call for investing more
than a billion dollars in plants and
equipment every three years.
Plus we’re deeply involved with
nuclear power:
We completed construction in
1957 of the nation’s first nonmilttary nuclear-fueled generating
plant of its type to produce
electricity on a commercial basis.
Last year we completed the San
Onofre nuclear generating station,
one of the largest in the U.S.
Additional facilities are in the
planning stages.
We’re also active in EHV

TERRY O’BRIEN
Bronc Playmaker

JOE DIFFLEY
... Injury Heals

Unbeaten Cage Powers Collide

PIZZA

I

DENNIS AWTREY
... Leading Scorer

RALPH OGDEN
Soph Sensation

That’s why we need talent. And
we’re willing to pay to get it.

good fool
Ilere, in our relaxing atmosphere, you will enjoy
delicious foods. specially prepared and serred lor
a memorable occasion. Reserve your table now.
1,101 South First
at Alma

For Reservations
Plume 292-1266

Helping }Ullman, who is averaging 15.3 points a game in
league play, will be 6-10 junior
Coby Dietrick who is also a big
rebottnder in addition to scoring
at the same clip ELS Hillman.
Santa Clara receives much of
its scoring and all of its rebounding from its awesome front line.
Bud Ogden leads the, pack. The
three-year veteran is an All America candidate who was
drafted by several pro tetuns last
year but decided to finish his
college career first.

upset, they Yvould have to reduce
the mistakes and continue to rebound in the manner they did
over the past weekend.
State won two games, beating
Pepperdine 74-68 and Loyola
85-80. In both games the Spartans dominated the boards to
capture the win.s.
The Spartans’ sophomore center, 6-7 Darnell Hillman. the
league’s second leading rebounder
who has hauled down 14.7 boards
per contest. will have to battle
the Broncos’ big -three on the
board.

Peavy’s Squad Faces
Strong Oregon Foe
After a fine effort in a losing
cause to the University of 911ifornia last Saturday night, coach
Bob Peavy’s gymnasts will tackle
the University of Oregon tonight
at 7:30 in Spartan OM.
Cal, who is the defending
NCAA University division champion in gymnastics, won by a
score of 151.41-126.7.
Peavy said that these were
fine scores for both teams considering it is early in the season.
"Cal is an experienced team that
is made up mostly of juniors and

seniors. We have nearly all
freshmen and sophomores, but
’the boys are coming along well,"
Peavy said.
As Peavy predicted, SJS did
well in the free exercise and long
horse.
San Jose State’s Jim Turpin
won in the long horse with a
score of 8.65. Doug Hills also
scored an 8.65 in the free exercise to claim third place. The
marks by Hills and Turpin were
highest for the evening by the
Spartans.

GWfijidoes
a perfect size 7
lookperfect
only-21 days-

Brown Belts
Down Bears

Coach Yosh Ochirla gave opposing westetn schools a hint of
the power his SJS judo team
packs Wednesday when he used
a team composed entirely of
brown belts to crush the University of California I3ears 77-10 in
the Spartan matroom.
He expressed great pleasure
over the Spartan victory. "They
weren’t that strong. We used
only brown belts. It was a ca.se
of our brown belts being stronger
than their team."
The SJS judoka will not meet
any more major competition until Feb. 2, when they will participate in the San Jose BuddhLst
Invitational.
The Invitational should draw
many of the best individuals irk
the area besides SJS,
.011044CorkiteCe"

ever-1month?

Good pay. Plus excellent
opportunities for advancement
into management.
Also, we’ll pick up the bills
for employees working toward an
advanced degree.
Interested? Check with your
placement office.
Or write: Personnel Re,.:ruitment
Administrator, Southern California
Edison Company, P.O. Box 351,
Los Angeles, Califui:nia 90053.
Or phone collect: (213) 624-7111.

Southern California Edison ESC
An Equal Opportunity Employer

It has nothing to do with
calories. It’s a special
female weight gain...
caused by temporary
water-weight build-up.
Oh, you know...that
uncomfortable full
fteling that sneaks up
on you the week before
your menstrual period.
This fluid retention not
only plays havoc with
your looks but how
you feel as well.
(It puts pressure on
delicate nerves and
tissues, which can lead
to pre-menstrual
cramps and headaches,
leaves emotions on edge.)
That’s why so
many women take PAMPRINo.
It gently relieves water-weight gain
to help prevent pre-menstrual puffiness,
tension, and pressure-caused cramps.
PAMPRIN makes sure a perfect
size 7 never looks less than perfect.
Nor feels less than perfect, either.

Weight Welchem
Are you overweight?
Learn how to lose weight
and maintain the loss.
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Men, Women, Teenagers
Welcome

Ft
be
st,

Meetings every Monday
8:00 to 10:00 P.M.

in

$3.00 Registration Fee
$2.00 Weekly Fee
No Contracts to Sign
Y.W.C.A.
210 S. Second Street
0

t
st

San Jose, Calif.
For more information call
379-3325

SIS Prof on Trek

Science Team Finds Ruins
By BARBARA MeKINNEY
spartan Daily Staff Writer
The expedition of 11 scientists,
which ventured into the steaming
jungles of Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula last November to find
the ancient ruin.s at lxil, found
them.
Dr. J. Gordon Edwards, professor of entomology at SJS,
vas on the adventure into the
treacherous jungles and came
back vdth lots of stories to
relate, a few dead scorpions and
snakes, about 1,200 insects, a
Coati Mundi skull, and more than
600 slides.
Laden down with back packs
and sweating through the 85-95
degree humidity, the men choPped their way through more than
140 miles of jungle to find the
last l)elayan ruins located at
Ixil.
When the determined explorers
reached their destination, they
found a broken-ckywn temple
towering 60 feet above the jungle floor, covered over with trees
and vines.
"The temple of Ixil was like
a pile of rubble," Dr. Edwards
said, "and it wasn’t very ex-

Rays of Hope
Exist, Says
Draft Adviser
Greetings from Uncle Bill!
Those
seemingly
fright f ul
words represent rays of hope to
draft -shy students classified I-A
by their local draft boards. Bill
Hutchison. Experimental College draft adviser, urges Army.
bound students to "see me before
signing away your life."
In assessing draft alternatives,
the shaggy, red-haired student
explained that III -A hardship
classifications "are obtainable."
However, the slim 21 -year-old
spokesman warned, "You should
not accept a II-S (student deferment) if you want a III-A."
In r et rospec t, Hutchison
stressed, "If a student asks for
a II-S this year, he can no longer
get a III-A, a classification for
being a father. To qualify for a
hardship deferment, draftable individuals, those classified I -A
(available for immediate induction), must meet at least one of
the following qualifications.
"A registrant contributing financial or psychological aid" can
qualify for said reclassification,
Hutchison noted. "But he must
show that it would be an extreme hardship to the dependent
if drafted," Hutchison warned.
To procure said deferment under these circumstances, a reputable doctor or psychiatrist must
produce legal documents to substantiate the draftable indivual’s
position, Hutchison continued.
He added, "If you are contributing to the welfare of a
dependent," such as a child, the
dependent needn’t be your offspring, nor be legally married
to merit a III-A cla.ssification.
But, he must be living in a family situation," Hutchison stressed.
"On the other hand, if your
mother is under psychiatric care,
and it can be proven that she
would lose her sanity if you’re
inducted, a draftable youth would
be eligible for a III-A," Hutchison maintained.
Along the same vein, Hutchison said, "If you am the sole
surviving son, because someone
in your immediate family was
killed in the service, a hardship
classification is possible."
Another deferment available
to students without a II-S is
the II-A for occupations ’contributing to the maintenance of
national health, safety or interest," Hutehison stated.
"I have access to such information at the Experimental College office in the College Union
From Monday through Thursday
between 10:30 a.m. and 1 p.m.,
students seeking alternatives to
the draft are encouraged to drop
in," Hutchison concluded.

1

AUTO
INSURANCE
Ages 17-25
S;nole or Married
New low rates for young drivers.
Preferred or hard fo place risk,
accepted.
DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose
243-5027
Suite 205

citing, hut We did find a seven
foot square and about three foot
high altar."
Dr. Edwards explained that
from their studies of the Mayan
Indians, the scientists know there
Is buried treasure underneath
that altar. but under Mexican
law American scientists are not
allowed to excavate.
"If we could have just dug
under that altar we might have
discovered Wh3’ the Nlit.ins disappeared from Y LICII t
Dr.
EdWil rds declared.
According to the entomologist,
the Mayan Indians fled the Yucatan thousands of years ago
and went to Guatemala. When
they returned to their jungle
home, they were a completely
different civilization, full of hostility and savagery, as compared
to the peaceful people v.tio had
left before.
The scientists received another
letdown when they continued
hiking all around the area of
Ixil and found no ruins, as they’d
expected.
"Our grea test con t ribut ion,"
Dr. Edwards said, "Ls that we’ve
been to Ixil now and we know
for certain what is there. We’ve
also mapped the whole trail and
that was an important goal for
us, too."
After the scientists left the
temple at Ixil, they walked many
days to reach the Caribbean
coast where a boat was to meet
them and bring them back to
Merida.
The trail to the coast was "absolutely horrible," Dr. F:dwards
declared, as he recalled the almost completely rocky trail with
huge five to six-foot rocks to
climb over.
With the incredible heat and
the increasing heaviness of their
packs, the men were glad to
meet several Chicle camps along
their way.
Dr. Edwards told about one
camp where two native boy’s
asked him and some of his friends
if they would like to see a laguna.
"They led tts on a merry
chase," Dr. Edwards joked, "but
on the way a huge dog bolted
out of the jungle and I couldn’t
believe my eyes. It was a Coati
Mundi, which looks much Ilke a
giant raccoon, and SJS had
asked me to bring back a skull
of such an animal."
’They killed the big dog, lugged

him back to camp, and had a
giant feast that night.
"We walked to their lagoon,
too," Dr. Edwards sadi, "and
what a beautiful sight. It was a
clear blue lake with a white
sandy beach, buried deep in the
jungle."
The men swam in the lake the
next morning and Dr. Edwards
said they picked orchids from
the trees along the shore. The
botanist in the expidition collected 26 species of orchids during their trip.
1)1.. Edwards described the
highlight of his whole adventure
as when the expedition camped
at a tiny village called Yonictee.
"Some of the indians of the
village told us about a ruin which
they said was about two kilometer.; away," Dr. Edwards
said.
The men went along with the
natives for several miles, but
the group’s leader said he was
turning back for they must surely be on a wilci goose chase.
"I sav,, the villagers continuing through the jungle and I
didn’t have the heart to go back
without seeing if there was something there," Dr. Edwards recalled. Sure ertough there was
something, foci. It was an 80
foot ruin, called the Temple of
Kucican.
"It was at least 30 feet above
the trees," Dr. Edwards declared
’’and there I was all alone looking all over the country as far
north as Coba. It was certainly
the biggest archeological experience of my trip."
When the men reached the
coast, they cumpeci there four
or five days before their boat
arrived to return them to civilization.
During that time the men
hiked and collected specimens
and the two doctors on the trip
went skin diving.
According to Dr. Edwards, the
expedition into the haunting, almcyst completely unknown jungle
was Aithout disaster except for
one unfortunate accident.The
cameraman slipped on a sea urchin along the coast and both
feet were jabbed with long purple spines.
The doctor had to pull every
spine out, one by one, but the
photographer sunived and hobbled around with a cane the
natives made for him, for the
rest of the trip.

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center
Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod
374 South 3rd Street

ito.preoriatati%... from the NIi%% lug districts win he ott ram too. to the near future to Intersiew teacher candidates tor
thr 1969-70 school year. Interviews nil! he held in the
AA,
Placement Center,
122 S. Ninth St. Inter...fed
%indents may sign for an appointment two weeks prior to
the Interview date.

A.

J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404

THUNDERBIRD

FRIDAY, JAN. 24
Itaker.field City

Elementary

KSJS Log

GOLF COURSE

1. Kindel
Schools licrn
garten through Sixth grade; Limited openings in Seventh and
Eighth grades.

MONDAY, FEB. 17
La 3lesa-Spring Valley School
District. All elementary grades. ,
especially Kindergarten through
second grade.
Shasta County. Candidates in- ,
terested in opportunities in
Northern California.
FRIDAY, FEB. 21
Anchorage, Alaska. Kindergarten through Twelfth Grade Spec education.

221 SOUTH KING RD.
259-3335

SPECIAL!
ST1 DENT AND FAO 1.1.1 R 11
GREEN FEE:
Weekdays $1.25
Sat., Sun., Hol.
After 12 Noon $1.50
DRIVING RANGE
$1.00 Bucket for 504

90.7 FM
6:00 An Evening with Jean and
fashion, music and
Carol
noise.
6:55 Newsline.
7:00 Radio-TV Special.
7:30 BBC.
7:45 Radio Francaise.
8:00 Library of Congress.
9:00 Bill Kirkpatrick -Decade of
Gold Mouldie Oldies
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Over 18
Blood Donors

f;

EARN $40 per me.. $10 per
wk. $5 per plasma collection.

44’2%

Whole blood donor paid $5
per collection. 40 Bassett St.,
San Jose 294-6535.

FLIGHTS
CHARTER
EUROPE-Summer’69

,..jrei"-

It Pays To Part
With Your Used Books At . .

11 dates to plck from! Write or
call immediately for information
and applications. Reserve early!
Pure Jet on Certified Carriers
ROUND TRIP
$189
New York/London
ROUND TRIP
Oakland/London
$289
Oakland/Amsterdam $299
ONE WAY $189
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE

NI

T-M TRAVEL

BOOK
STORE

60 N. First St., San Jose, Calif.
Ph. (408) 293-1033
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GRAND OPENING
LANCASHIRE LAD
8th & Santa Clara
America’s Finest Authentic
English Fish ’IN Chips

2 Blocks From Campus

Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.

7

Teacher Interviews

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.

Col/ege Discussion Group

TIVIIT V

SP tRT

Frhlay..Tanuary 17, 108.1

Buy One Order Fish ’N Chips
Get One Free (With This Ad)

N. A. Firnhaber, Vicar 294-7033

IMPORTANT!

HAPPY JACK’S
49’
Home of the GOLDEN STACK
ALL THE BUTTERMILK PANCAKES
YOU CAN EAT . . . ONLY 49c
(including syrup & butterl
Open: 6 AM ’fa Midnight
Now until Feb. 1

1201 TheAlameda
San Jose
laross from Anciyli Pet Shop)

GET YOUR STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD
10 Per Cent Off On Fish Items
REMAINDER OF SCHOOL YEAR)

(GOOD

LANCASHIRE LAD
99c
Fish ’n Chips
81.35
Prawns, Scalops. Oysters & Chips
29c
Giant Fish Sandwich
ALSO
79c
Giant Ham, Beef, Pork Barbeque Sandwich
A.M.
11
to
A.M.
Breakfast Served 6

LANCASHIRE LAD
8th & Santa Clara
Open 6 A.M. to Midnight
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EUROPE
One Way
CHARTER

JET

London to San Francisco
July 31, August 5 and 12

I iailey Auditorium at 12:30 p.m.
Assistant art professor David

San Francisco to Paris
August 27, September 8

I’. Hatch will use a montage of
-ights and sounds, both coriterno.(rary and ancient, in his presentation of violence as it is seen

San Francisco to Stockholm
August 31
Ilmited

number of

,ai-

ience" will conclude the Experimental College series, Seminar
( hi Violence, ’INtesdit in Nlorris

FLIGHTS

A

Years of Violence Topic of Seminar
’’Thirly-ihuusitzt,1

space!

are available for faculty, staff

throughout man’s history.

ard students of The California

Visual representations begin
,,ith cave paintings and move
through Egyptian and Sumerian
trt, Greco-Ftoman and medieval
rt, and present-day art and en, ,conmental forms of violence.

State Colleges

Fare: $225 one way
For inform., on
Office of International Programs
The California State Colleges
1600 Halle:way Avenue
San Francisco. Cal.(crwie 94132

’The sound half of the montage
,iiisists of music fr.om ancient
\ frican drum.s on up to contemp.rary ’rock’ and includes such

nut 11111111111111 it tit’ !In

Experimental College Courses Prepared

Friday, January 17, 1969

r 8-SP 112TAN DAILY

sounds as recordings mode on the
field of battle.
Ills presentation offers no
meaning per se, Hatch explained,
but does give a summary effect
to violence as a prinuiiie quality in man.

Dog Missing
A specially trained German
Shepherd dog answering to the
name Colin Wont was stolen
from outside Sambo’s restaurant
early Wednesday morning.
The dog belongs to an epileptic
(Alio desperately needs the dog
back. The animal is 10 months
oltt, weigh.s 50 pounds, is black
vilth a brown chest, ancl has a
"Ityaniesi" dog tag,
Anyone who has information
is iiskt,11 It) phone 2H7-4061.

’40-

Spartaguide
TOMORROW
Moyle, "Fahrenheit 451," 7 and
10 p.m.. Morris Dailey Auditorium. Film stars: Julie Christie
and Oscar Werner.

TODAY
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship, 6:30 p.m., Dinner at Sveden House. Meet at Seventh arid
San Fernando Streets. Fellowship at 8 p.m. in New Wineskin,
Grace Baptist Church, 10th and
San Fernando Streets.

Wrek-End Co-Rec, 12:30-4:30
p.m., Women’s Gym. Last Co-Ree
for the week -end sports fan this
semester.

Angel Flight, 7 p.m., Cafeteria
A. Coffee. All who are inactive
and alumni please come.

With approximately 20 courses
already set for its spring catalogue, the Experimental College
urges anyone interested in conducting classes to contact its
staff at :115 S. Ninth St., F.xt.
2628.
Assistant director Bent Junker
is particularly interested in contacting anyone interested in conducting encounter gmups and
classes in film making, ceramics

SUNDAY
Phratcres International, 4:30
p.m., College Parking lut fur
rides ot the formal banquet from
5-7 p.m.

S.18 Faculty Wives, 10:30 a.m.,
Cent,r.
Leininger Conanunity
Speaker - Dr. Robert Coleman
professor of art.
American Society of Civil Engineers, 8 p.m., Faculty Lounge
- - Engineering Building. Election
of officers.

TaC

Srutrm

SUNDAY. ,IANL Ain 19th
9:45 A.M. - NIORNING SEMINAR
"Symbolitrun nf the Supper"
10.1i,\ING FORUM
1:.1.5
SMith Africa
Nlitt,tittnury
!kn., Kallitritit Ctirti
1111TH AT SPARTAN TI{1.1: BUILDING,
3rd & SAN :1\131\10

Spartan Daily Classifieds
Like Ringing 20,000

8.114 Mountaineering Club, 7
p.m. in S:12(i Plans for a semester break it to will be discussed.

and drawing.
In the Experimental College,
innovation educational experiences can be tested and subjects
not offered in other schools can
be presented, Jttnker explained,
"Imagination kind creativity are
the only limitations. All students
are equal as ’faculty’ and all
faculty are equal a.s ’students,’ "
Miss Doreen Bauman, director,
pointed out.

Doorbells

1111111111111111111111111111111111111

Spartan Daily Classifieds

WHAT CAN ROTC OFFER YOU?
GREAT OPPORTUNITY - When the ROTC student is *
appointed a commissicred officer in the United States *
Army, he will have achieved the enviable combination
of a college degree in his chosen field and a position of
leadership in the 2r,,ice of his country. He will be mak-

SAVE $$$. Boild your own light show.
Plans 6 sc hemetic for 4chanrel color
organ. $1.00. Wayne Thompson, Box 244,
AUTO INSURANCE as low as 586 per El Granada. Calif. 94018.
ed. good students. Also DOUBLE BOOT KASTINGERS worn
ing +he most of .r.is potentialities for both a civilian and
.
for single men over only once. and ei boc.f rack. $60. Call
military profefsiln.
qe Campbell 244-9600.
Barbara at 287.1848. Size 7.
JET FLiGATS TO EUROPE
don/Oekland - June 19HELP WANTED 141
6 - $285. Los Angeles/Amste,
If you have two more years a+ SJS, you may be eligibl? *
13
-Sept
22
Los Angeles - June
ANY STUDENTS who have done Art or
to itsim the new Army ROTC 2 -year program. You will
- i285.
Ph
. ,phy work on the construction
first atter3 a special ix -week summer +raining camp at *
40 ADDITIONAL FLIGHTS TO:
-ew College Union please conerdem-LondareAthenslisoon-Yugo. cf
,,i0 Arnur. 294.6414, Ext. 2763.
f, Ff. Bennina, Gu , aid then complete the two years of *
Japan. For information: VIC CIA
MUSICIANS: Alto Sax player wanted.
Upper Division roTc. As an upper division cock+ you *
877-2271 or write 12735 Kiin
- big dance band. Call 297-9705
Studio City, Calif. 91604.
will receive $50 p.(ir mon’’h, your uniforms. and ycur mil- *
7 - 292-1845. Mr. Torres.
- RENT: SKI CABIN Sleeps 6 8
player
itary textbocAs. Aild inquire about our free f/ight train-1 Lake Tahoe. Feb. 3-7 and Feb. NEED KNOWLEDGABLE Guitar
to
interview Eric Clapton. Conplayer
4 732.1647 after 6 p.m.
at fog!
Player Magazine.
at
Guitar
tact
Pat
CI.ASSICAL GUITAR Instruction. Call 297-8788.
ttcsndon 287.5161.
STUDENTS
For further in.’,o-irction, pl,one 294-6414 Ex. 2722 or
WANTED: A SENSITIVE BEING. Girl or We have part.time openings in our
awareness of self, whose new San Jose office. No experience
come to Roorn 3u8, kiaccluarrie Hall.
, , whose capacity for ClUttilty necessary. Flexible hours. For interview
him or her for the major call 287.172B
J.1
’.Im which will be produced
COLLEGE STUDENTS
+re beginning of the Spring ’69
PART-TIME WORK
er here. Call 225-4974 after six
Immediate openings
rcr
hours
21
In up at Student Union.
in our
programming dept.
NILL PAY-- Good price for tickets to
marketing and
.n
mmencement 8113(CISOS. Call 225
.
- ’168 per month cider.
.1"ter 6.
-"let work with man
.
Er
..,,,,,
FOLKSII1GER
C.," M. Ler:. 286.
%. 3 i
s arr.,
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)

NOW RENTING for spring. 2 & 3 bdrm.
Nicely furnished. shag rugs, pool, rec.
room. 470 S.
287-7590.
MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING
HOUSE. Best food in town. Linen 8,
maid service. On campus, 237 E. San
Fernando, off. 122 N. 8th. $26.50/wk.
293-6345.
NEED 4 GIRLS, Spring, 3 bdrrn/2 bath,
kitchen. I 1th St. $50/mo. Call Marie.
Rm. 308, 294.2910.

GIRL TO SHARE 3 bdrmi2beth apt.
blk. from campus on S. 6th. widish.
washer. $48/mo. Call Rani., 294.7347.
1-2 UPPER DIV. Male Roomates needed
to share 3 bdrm. apt. with 3 others.
470 S. lith #21. 294.8287.
TWO MALE ROOMMATES wanted beginning Feb. 1st. If interested visit 620
S. 7th #2 or call 287-5029 evenings.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED by Feb.
1st. 460 S. 4th #1. Close to campus.
Call or come after 5 p.m. 294-2822.
bdrm. furn. apt 1/2 block from
GIRLS:
cempus - $120. Elet. kitchen. 292-1327.
Apart
GRAD NEEDS ROOMMATE
ment. Pref. male grad & apt. west of
286-1610.
Call
SJS.
I or 2 APT. contracts for sale. $50/mo.
Gigantic. TV, Stereo. Contect Jan or
Gloria 286.4931.
DORM CONTRACT for sale. Moulder
Hall, Spring Semester. Save $100. Call
John Street at 294-2927, Rm 225. Leave
answer.
message if
TWO FEMALE Roommates needed for
Spring Semester. Nice Apt. on 10th St.
S40. Call 292.6378. Cats OK.
SALE for
TWO CONTRACTS F
Spring Semester. "Catholic Women’s
Center." 195 E. San Fernando. Betsy
294.4622.
I UPPER DIV. GIRL to share w/3 others
a 3 bdrm/2 bath apt. I blk from cam.
pus. $55/rno. 287-0561.
GIRLS! 2 bdrrn. modern. furn. apt. V2
block to SJS. 11/z baths. 292-1327.
ONE BDRM. APT. for Rent -for Spring.
439 S. 4th #1. Call 287-4388.
FEMALE TO SHARE 4 bchre. apt. Own
Room. Spring Semester. near campus.
$48.75/rno. Call 297.1947.
NEED THIRD ROOMMATE for small
house. Nicely furnished & close to
campus. 630 S. I I th St. $50/month. 2875914.

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES to share ept
with 2 other girls. $42.50/mo. Call 2871192.

DORM CONTRACT FOR sale in Waffle Towers, Spring Semester. Call 287,
3491 Pat Sweeney, Room 507A.

UNITED STATES
ARMY ROTC

’"

HOUSING (SI
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Rauch has been said, and much has been published, about today’s "alienated" youth and
society. But to some extent, two important questions remain unanswered: Is this, indeed, a special
kind of younger generation? If so, what will be its
impact on U.S. life over the next decade?
To find the answers to these ouestions, Fortune
has devoted most of its January issue to Youth and
Ifs View of America. Here, in a single issue of
Fortune, is perhaps the most thorough and searching analysis of the topic ever presented by a
magazine. Some of the areas on which this special
study focuses:
Why

student

activists demand refOrms

The revolution on the square caMpus
Youth and

AUTOMOTIVt t21
’67 SAAIL Low miles, oil injection, exdeluxe interior. Best offer,
,r.’ 795.6845 after 6.
o .
’64 CORVETTE. Blue w/black inferior.
4 spd,
eKc. condition. $1800 firm.
Call 961-2527.
’65 MUStANG. 3 spd., 289 cu. in.
BRG. Good condition. $1250. Call 258.
no answer. call 2981049.
4182.
’42 WILLYS JEEP. With top $725 or
wide for motorcycle. Call 287.3796.
WANTED: UTILITY Dune buggy, good
rne,h order. Looks not important. Seats
4 Call Mr. Weaver 258-5384.
’la CORVETTE Red w/blk. inf. 327-275
hp. 4 sod.. R/H. New tires. 49,000 miles.
$1925 o(fer. Call 295.9898.
’64 DODGE POLARA SOO. P.S., P P
,nterior, exc. condition. Has ’69
C,t1 269.5564.
’62 IMPALA. Dark Green. 327. 4
chrome marts, good shepe.
Cal: 287.4484.
PORSCHE ROST. TOP. Never used, f.ts
7 In. Ski rack 55-57 Chev $7. Call
- "33 after 7 n.m.
DON’T MISS THISI ’SS OLDS. Rbu
t
nos heaongs, how., wirino. re.
oil. fuel & water pumps: ’dive
..,b’t. trans 4- extras. F.o. prof,
. Call Stan 287 1674 or
Ige 295-1771.
67 VW
.
P R
; ,roJt w.-dows,
4
$1550. Call
3
1985 FORD FAIRLANE. Must sell insex.

,.

cond.

What blue-collar

youth thinks

A new style of campus living
II How youth is reforming bustneSS
Don’t miss this speCial, single -subject January
issue of Fortune. It’s on sale now!

STATE HOUSE NOW RENTING. 2 2 GIRL ROOMMATES Needed to share
Won. apts. (292 ’ 9’ ’ also roomies 2 bdrm furn apt. Only $40/rnenth for
needed. 1 male 17- ’253), I female Spring Sem ’69. Call 287-5499 after 5.
1213-7 3911) 2 fern-.
:,/-3606).
NEEDED: ONE FEMALE roommate to
,se to r.nrrous, share 2 bdrrn opt w 2 others. Wirth:,
7 BEDROOM HOUSE
7i7 71
r’,11 Hmedialely. 786 4460

EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Thesis, term papers. etc. Call 258-4335.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced. 2436313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.
Esperienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
CUSTOM - MADE ..CONTEMPORARY
rings for getting engaged, married, sharing water. George Lerimore. Old To,vn,
Los Gatos. 354-8804.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experienced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2 mi.
from SJS. Mrs. Miamian. 298.4104.
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Check our prices. Compare our Ouollly.
Call Mark, Bill
Wally. Air San Joss,
Hillview Airport. 259-9111.
HEATHERLEE DAY NURSERY
"Summerhill" type philosophy, Call 2971523 or 286-4540.
page.
TYPING IN MY HOME - 25c
do minor editing. Contact 257W678i181.
EUROPE - $250-315 round trip, $175
one way. Jet Charter, 841-3965 efts?
5 p.m. or write Travel Progam Europe,
1427 Oxford. Berkeley, Calif. 94709.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
60% discount for students. Cell Brad
.^./ .1’ 295-9559 for free rates.
DAY CARE for infants and pre-school.
ers in my Willow Glen home. Good
references. Call 264-9054.
TERM PAPERS to write/ Need Help?
Acrurain fast typing available. Cell
M" 377.8327.

TYPING, E.perienced. dependable, reasonable, Thesis. manuscripts, term pa2 CONTRACTS For Sale. Alien Hall. pers. etc. 294-1313.
Male
Female contract. Call room 12613
PLAYGROUP - PRESCHOOL
or 2278 294-8741.
FULL DAY OR PART-TIME
CONTRACT f-OR SALE for spring reExperienced Teachers
’nester. Hells of Ivy. 114 S. I th. Call
Relaxed, Child.directed atmosphere
297-1814.
295.7549
FBAALE TO SHARE comfortable
bdrm. apt. w/pool for Sprng. 476 S.
7th. Call Sherie. 298.4644.
2 BEDROOM & i BEDROOM APT.
Available Feb. I. $55,no. coon. I Llc,:k
from campus. 298.3377.
I OR 2 GIRLS to share 3 bdrin ’2 bath
house 4 miles from campus. Carpet)
drapes. frpl., garage. $75 4- Oil. Call
286.9394 evenings. Ask for Bev.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. $50/m,
Share with 3 others. 346 N. 7th #4.
Call 286-2974.
SENIOR FEMALE Roommate to share 2
bdrrn/2 bath apt. 557.50/mo. 148 E.
Wil’iarn #11. 287-4428.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

10ST AND FOUND 161
LOST: SMALL Black kitten with orange
bead colier. 9th St. & San Fernando.
Call 286-6129. We love him.
820.00 REWARD. Plense help me F;r1,i
my dog! All black Lab and Sher, m.,
with big funni ears. Senn on Santa
Clara Wednesday. S. F. License #7898.
PLEASE CALL 294-6580 .
Bleck notebook. In vi,inity
beween 10th
1 HI). Gag Ted
at 293 9607.

LOST:

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
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#377-2637,

WORLD PEACE BEGINS IN YOU. Dial
Peace of Mind, Day or Night. 294-3333.
DID YOU KNOW THAT RALPH
EATS OFF DOORS! L. Sweet.

FOR SALE (3)
U.S. SURPLUS. Navy Pee coats, Field
; ..
p.
bottom pants, leather &
re.s, camping supplies. HIP.
sue4,
niE o
DNS - knee & velvet good.
’
& PAT’S, 3rd Hand Store,
i,eddlng St. Between 8th &
". Free Parking. Open Sat. & Sun.
I Mondays.
SKI1S! -NEW WoocTand metals. All sizes.
manufacturer. $25470. 1 yr.
These are wholesale prices.
2E17.4898.

SERVICES 181
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM ESCHES
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251.2598.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric.
Masters-Reports-Dissertations.
Mari
anne Temberg. 1924 Harris Ave. Call
371 0395. Sar Jose.

ROYAL FUTURA Typewriter w/case.
Lde ne.v. $65 or best offer. Call Sharon
294-7347.
KORACH LADIES 8 .
o
Never used. C
277.6512 e.,, -

’

Boots.
A steal

1-7
,

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 lines

Ona day

Two days

Three days

Four days

1.50
2.00
2.25
2.40
4-iiniii- 2.00-2:50 - -2.75- -2.90
5 Ilnei -2-30
3.00- 3:25 - -3:40
6-11neis
3.00
3.50
3.75
3.90
Add this
amount for
.50
.50
.50
.50
each add.

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fest,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Ba,ter.
Phone 244-6581.
FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES.
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
Ovies. 948.1781.

No refunds on cancelled ads Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

2.50-

- 3.00-3.50 ’
4.00-.50

A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
0 Personals (7)
Housing (51
0 services (8)
Lost and rmind (6)
r’ Transportation (9)

1:30 to 3:30
Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30
MWF
9:30 - 1 1:30
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

Five days

tional line
CHECK
I-1 Announcements (1)
17
Automotive (2)
fi
r] For Sale (3)

ete,te

FL1,7-7t4ERMCXE- MY 5-ftlf,ENT5 SEEM TZ)
EASILX 60;2E10 BY NV( LECTURES,"

Phone

Print Name

FOr

Address

Enclosed is S
Phone _

City
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NEWLY RENOVATED two bdrrn un!..Tra storage, Laundry
for,ished ap
,rpeting and drapes.
facilities ne.
5 min fo SJS. Call
Immed. OCC,Ip
293-5995.
CONTRACT FOR SALE for Spring
sem. New hi.rise dorm, male, double
room. Call 286.4235.
APT FOR RENT: Elec. kitchen. 2 bath/
2 Ig bdrms. Ample rm. for 4. 2 blks
from campus. $230/mo. 287-4926.
CLEAN CASUAL Pre -Law Sr. 26 seeks
pro,. rm in shared house, apt to $65.
Hi.fi, 19 units. 293.1233.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for
spring. 2 bdrm house on 8th near
Keyes. $55/mo. Call 293.0881 or 287’659.
NEF.D MALE ROOMMATE Feb. 1.
Huge 2 Br. aot. Own oorn. Grad preferred. Salim. 276 N. 3rd St. Apt. A.
297-5882.
WANTED: I or 2 female roommates.
$47.50. Call 286-5122. 614 S. Ilth #10.
I or 2 FEMALES WANTED to share
luxury 2 beton apt. Mere 817.50/mo.
Rent in exchange for cooking and
clearing. Stu or Steve at 272-2123.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for Sprino
Serneste. 439 S. 4th. Apt 6. Call 287
7862.
3 MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED. 2
barm/2bath. Just 2 blks from campus.
Upper division or krad preferred, 148
#28. 287.4821.
E
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE: She,
with 3 others - 2 bdrrn. not. $42 rno.
1 block from campus. CrIll 287.4943.

m.

the pop culture cult

it Parents of the Forties

3R0E8F8I.NED FURNISHED Rooms. Moles.
K., priv. No Smoking r Drinking. 293 -

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDEN, ON CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN .10SE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

_

DaYs
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294-6414, Ext. 2465
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